Today’s Procurement and Supply Chain leads are expected to deliver more than cost savings.

But siloed processes and limited insight impede their ability to drive greater business value.

That’s where SynOps comes in. Accenture’s SynOps platform provides end-to-end visibility over the entire procurement function by bringing together the right combination of process, industry expertise, innovative technology, and data to deliver powerful insights.

All to improve your Business Outcomes.

One consumer goods giant realized one billion dollars in savings by moving to a data-driven procurement model and using SynOps to accelerate their journey.

SynOps orchestrates the activities of more than 17,000 global procurement experts and 600 software bots, resulting in an intelligent workflow that enhances the impacts of human ingenuity and machine intelligence.

It automates transactional tasks like answering common procurement help desk questions to free up talented team members to work on activities like strategic vendor management or stakeholder engagement which requires human interactions.

SynOps boosts efficiency and streamlines the process to deliver results throughout the source-to-pay process.

SynOps harnesses data—from transactional spend to supplier and market behavior—from more than $402 billion dollars of procurement activity across more than 690 clients. This ever-growing database helps you to make more informed decisions, based on the experience of industry leaders.

SynOps also uses AI, machine learning, and predictive algorithms to provide insights and intelligence, from predictive pricing to automated supplier discovery & evaluation all to equip your teams to be smarter every step of the way.

With this intelligence and these insights, SynOps helps you make procurement your value powerhouse.